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An Atl1eistic moven1ent in 
India. 
--

Many and varied are the religious conceptions that prevail 
in India. There is hardly any impprtant religious idea that is 
not represented in the vast conglomeration of peoples that are 
settled in this land. It is here that we can witness within the 
limits o:l: a single country all the variegated forms of religious 
conceptions, from the highest and sublimest conceptions of the 
Divine Being to the most abject superstition. :b.,reethought 
in the \Vestern sense of the word has also its advocates on the 
soil of India, but the elements of Western Atheism exist in a 
scattered form, and as such do not deserve particular notice. 
A n1ovement has, hmvever, sprung up which, however influenced 
it might be by \Vestern Freethought, is Indian in its chief 
characteristics and as such it is an indigenous and not an 
exotic movement. 'l'his movement is the Dev Samaj; and the 
Atheistic religion which the members of this Samaj follow is 

entitled the Dev Dha1·m. 

'I111e founder of the Dev Samaj movement is Pundit 
Sattya Nand Agni Hotri who was born in 1850. In early life 

he took up the profession of Engineerini and was for SOUl.6 
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time a Drawing and Surveying Master in the Government 
Ifigh School at Lahore. This post, he resigned in 1882 and 
five years later laid the foundation of the Dev Samaj which, 
however, in its inception was quite a different movement from 
what it is now. At the present time, the Dev Samaj is a 
pronouncedly Atheistic movement, a movemtwt which not only 
denies God bnt abuses and cn.lumniates God and His Holy 
Prophets. But the early career of the movement was marked by 
quite a different characteristic. It5 founder claimed to be in 
personal communion with the Divine Being, and asserted that 
through him others could also taste of that communion. 'l'he 
following extract is taken from. one of the earlier writings of 

.Agni Hotri, "the Spiritual Life " :-

'•Thoughtt'; of Lhis kind sometimes engross tho lovers of the 
8nprcmo Deing. They sometimes wish that in solitude they 
may give expression to the innermost feelings of their heart 
befora Him and supplicate for an answer from Him. Aye ! 
they seek that deep solitude when freed from all trammels they 
may bo able to meet the Supreme Being, to have conversation 
with Him for some time, to speak to Him and to be spoken to 
by Him ............ This is a wonderful state of solitude. In this 
solitule there is an nttor absence of senses, 0£ sol£ and 0£ the 
world. There is none but the Snpreme Being, P1·'-imeshawar. 

and his servant, the yogi .............. Here the 
sweetness of conversation is unparalleled. JJcre a wonderful 
conversation is held and expression is given to things which 
cannot be expressed elsewhere. And when the innermost 
fodings of the heart, are laid open before the Beloved (Jne, 

He too speaks to His servants abont things which are reserved 

only for this solitude ....... Enjoying the bliss of the 
sight of the Lord, his eves arc at last t.ircd and be becomes - ., 

utterly 1mconscious ........ The Supreme Being then 
bring~ him io senses and, touching him with H il5 hand of love, 
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makes him get up from the rest which he has been allowed 
to take in His bosom for such a long time, and kis<:iing his face 
says to him, go and play for some time more.'' 

'\Vhat a great fall from the height of communion with the 

Divine Being to an utter denial of the existence of God ! Yet 
the Dev Samaj has experienced such a fall, and to its credit 
may it be said that it has passed safely through this strange 
experience. The new role which the Dev Samaj adopted 
a few years ago is that of pronounced Atheism. Compare 
,Yith the above passage some of the recent utterances of the 
Samrj :-

HAll this leads to an irresistible conclusion that the 
so-called Omnipotence of God is a myth and that his very 
exist.once is a figment of mind, a fancy, a pure creation of 

imagination. And is it not clear that so long as this belief 
continues, itl:3 upholders who can: neither shake off their lower 
nature of evil and superstition nor desire to shake it off 
cannot but debase and degrade others and remain debarred 

from the privilege of attaining the blessings of salvation and 
higher life.'' 

In outwal'd appearance the Dev Samaj being an essentially 
Atheistic religion seems to be rationalistic, hut. a closer 8tudy 
of this strange movement shows it to be a hybrid of Vv estern 
Freethought ideas with the most absurd supers-titions of 
Hindt1 religion. What is generally repre::;ented as the "higher 
sQnl'' or "higher lift/' teaching of the Dev Dharrn is really one 
of the most abject superstitions, and its com hinat.ion with the 
rationalistic and materialistic ideas of the West is one of the 
wonders of the age. 'l'he Dev Samaj is .. i\ theistic only in its 
denial 0£ the existence of a Supreme Being. It does not 
deny the immortality of the soul, and its doctrine 0£ the 
life after death is a new study in the history of Atheism. 

It is so superstit~ous and so repugnant to human reason 
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that an English rendering of the teachings of the Dev 
Snmaj omits it altogether. As given below we take it from 
the Indar, a vernacular Arya Samaj monthly, which has 
exposed many of the false pretensions of the Dev Samaj. Here 
is a sample of the abject superstitions on which the Indian 
Atheistic movement is founded:-

''Q.-After leaving the body of clay where do those souls 
reside which are capable of having an etherial body? 

''..!.-According to their low or high s~ates, some are bound 
to this earth while others take their residence in some region of 
the 1Ja'rlok (the other world). 

''Q.-vVhere is z)a1'lok '? 

''A.-As this our earth is connected with our physical 
solar system, and is a part of this system, an etherial solar 
system is :formed by the etherial particles of the physical 
solar system, and the spiritual earth which resembles our earth 
in being connected with this etherial solar system is called 
pa1·lok (or the other world).'' 

'.:1hen follows a description of the various regions 0£ tlrn 

other world, the first of which is said to contain trees, the 
second animals, the third children and so on. And after this 
we have the following description of the various things that 
are not capable of being admitted into any region of the 
parlolc :-

''Q.-And what about the trees or the animals or the 
human beings that after death are not capable of reaching any 
region of the parlol, or residing therein? 

".4,-They reside on this very earth after having obtained 
a.n etherial body and wander about this earth or in its neighbour
hood. This existence of theirs is called the adham lok, the 
lQwtr w•rl'-1., 
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''Q.-Where do such adharn atmas {vile spirits) find food? 

''.A.-They eat of the etherial parts of the fruits of this 
earth and of our own food; or when they find an occasion they 
suck the milk of such animals as yield milk or of mothers that 
give suck. Besides this they eat away the weak animals that 
die or even our own young and weak children that die and 
have none to guard them. 

HQ.-The eating away of children, etc., is a very terrible 
thing. 

"A.-Indeed. 

''Q. Are these vile spirits what we call bhut {demons), 
chm·ail (goblins), etc.? 

''A.-Yes; and all these lead a very vile and hellish life. 

''Q.-How long do these vile spirits remain in this great 
hell? 

".A..-Some for a few days only; others remain there for 
month8 and even years; and others again pass, say a hundred 
or a hundred and fifty years o.l: their lives in great pain and 
suffering and are then annihilated. 

''Q.-Are there among these vile spirits those that in this 
world are called the followers of one religion or another ? 

11.A..-Yes, most 0£ these vile spirits are people of thi;:; kind. 
Lacs of those who are called Christians, lacs of those who are 
called Muhammadans,, and lacs of those who are called Hindus, 
Sikhs, Jainis, Kabir Panthis, Daud Panthis, Vishnus, Shivs, 
Shalrntis, Yogis, Bairagis, Sa'dhus, Sanyasis and learned men, 
become demons of the lower world. 

"Q.-Do even the learned men go to hell? 

".4.-A learned and wise man goes on account of his 
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understanding deeper down into vileness, and therefore finds a 
more hellish life than the fools. 

"Q.--Do the hellish spirits 0£ the lower world cause any 
loss to us in this world on account of their vileness? 

"A.-Why not? They enhance the troubles of weak and 
sick children and of other persons who are suffering from 

dangerous diseases. They devour children when dying if they 
have no one to watch or guard them.'' 

Here we have an Atheistic religion which can hardly be 

distinguished from the most savage of superstitions. It has 
not. only its peculiar eschatology but also a demonology which 
is to be met with only a.mong the most ignorant of people. It 
believes not only in the exist.once of demons and evil spirits, 

but also teaches that these evil spirits are constantly working 

to the injury of living human beings. The connection of the 

demons with the material world is according to this cult so 

strong that the demons suck the milk of mothers that give 

suck to their children and even eat away dying children. "\Vho 
~ould think of such a religion being preached in this age of 
advancement of learning and sciences? And all this nonsense 
goes by the name of "Science-Grounded Religion'! And yet 
conceive the same Samaj preaching that diseases are due to 
violation of natural bws and not to the will of Goel! The de
mons can interfere in human affairs as they like, but God cannot. 

As the Dev Samaj attributes many of the troubles of 
mankind to the action of the evil spirits, it connects the removal 
of those troubles with the Dev Guru, as the founder of the 
movement is called. It is taught by the Dev Guru and believed 
by his disciples that a contemplation of the Dev Guru cures 
diseases. One of the disciples makes a public announcement 

that he had a severe attack of fever but when he began to chant 
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hymns in praise of the Dev Guru, the fever left him immedi• 
ately. On another occasion, the founder of the movement 
writes that a woman who used to be subject to fits 0£ insanity 
lasting for months was told by him to concentrate all her 
attention upon him and the disease left her.. An apostate from 

the Dev Dharm tells us that when suffering from severe fever, 
he was told by the chief disciples of the Dev Guru to contemp• 

tate upon him, but that the contemplation did not benefit him 

in the least. And with all these pretensions, the Dev Guru 
himself is constantly suffering from various diseases. 

In fact, the Dev Samaj is an Atheistic movement only in 

so far as it denies the existence of the Supreme Being. But it 
has a god and that god is none other than the Dev Guru, the 
founder of the movement, Pur.dit Satyanand Agni Hotri. The 
Dev Samaj is not without its religions exercises, for, as I have 
already stated, its Atheism does not go beyond a denial of the 

Supreme Being; and in these exercises the Dev Guru is the 
central figure upon \vhich the worshipper must contemplate. 

In a short pamphlet issued by the Samaj itself, we are told 
under the heading, ''Origin of the Dev Samaj,'' that the Dev 
Guru has "initiated sixteen Yagnas and Brat Sadhana (practical 
religious exercises) and explained numerous principles in 
connection therewith, whereby a man can obtain Pram Ekta or 
complete harmony with the cosmos, and evolve himself in 
relation to all the great Divisions (kingdoms) thereof, and free 
himself from sin, etc,, in every relation." Now the manner in 

which these religious exercises are performed is thus described 

in the Je1.van Path, the Dev Samaj organ. by one of the 
disciples-

''1. Rising early in the morning and placing my 
head upon a sacred cloth, I prostrate myilel£ 
and salute you (i.e., the Dev Guru). 
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"2. By means of your picture perfumed with sandal-
wood, I declare your glory. 

''3. Standing before your picture, I chant the hymns. 

"4. Then I recite some of your vaaheshaa. 

'~5. Then I bring before my mind your virtuous 
actions and ponder on them,'' 

Another disciple thus describes the worship of the Dev Guru: 
''Having placed sandalwood and beautiful flowers in a plate, 
I rubbed the dust taken from under your feet on my forehead 
and enjoyed perfect bliss. Then with a handkerchief set 
apart for this purpose I cleansed the dust .from your picture. 
Having adorned the picture, I put the plate of flowers before 
it and then prostrated myself. From all these favours whatever 
I have gained, I cannot describe in words." Other worshippers 
repeat the same story, the adorning of the picture of the Dev 
Guru, making salutations and prostrations before it and singing 
hymns. 

ThiR is human worship in the strictest sense of the word. It 
is strange that men who scorn the worship of God should stoop 
so low as to bow in worship before a human being. Even the idol
worshipper has a loftier ideal before him when he bows before 
his idol than the worshipper of the Dev Guru, That even edu

cated men should declare their faith in such a religion is indeed 
surprising. If the pictures of the Dev Guru are an object of 
worship for the adherents of the Dev Samaj, if the religious 
exerciseR enjoined by the Dev Guru for the attainment of salva
tion require the disciple to prostrate himself before his 
picture then the Dev Guru stands to his followers in the same 
relation as an idol to the idol-worshippers or the Divine Being 
to the worshippers of God. 'rhe Dev Samaj is not therefore 
Atheistic in the strict sense of the word, for though it denies 
the existence of God, it looks upon the Dev Guru as its god 

and worships him as such. 
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Pandit Agni Hotri, the founder of the Dev Sarnaj, thus 
claims for himself Divine honours in being worshipped as God. 
In a leaflet issued by the Dev Samaj, the Dev Guru's supposed 
works are declared to be far greater than the works of God, 
and while the idea of a union with the Divine Being is derided 

as being a debasing and degrading idea, a '' reverential union 
w·ith the Dev Gnru '' is alleged to be a necessary condition 
for ,; attaining the blessings of salvation." The Dev Dharm, 

notwithstanding its pronounced Atheism, is thus a religion of 
exclusive salvation, for according to its tenets the attainment 
of salvation and higher life is impm1sible unless a person 3eeks 
union with the Dev Guru, bows before him, worships him and 
follo·Ns the religious exercises enjoined by him. 

The appearance of the Dev Guru in this world is considered 
by tbe Dev Samaj in accordance with the teachings of its 
founder to he an event of unique importance. In a vernacular 
pamphlet entitled 44 'rhe Incomparable Manifestation of the Dev 
Guru '' we are told that the sun and the moon sang songs of 
joy on the birth-day of Pandit Agni Hotri and congratulated 
each other that the one man for whom this world had 
been travailing for millions of years w.is at last born. A 
few extracts from this conversation of the heavenly bodies 

which the founder of the "Science-grounded religion'' heard 

immediately after his birth will not be out of place here as 

they throw some light upon the claims 0£ the founder of an 
A theistic religion : 

"The sun saw that the child born on that day was an 
extraordinary and unique chil<l, an<l that though he was born 
of human parents, yet on accNrnt of the new religious faculties 
which he possessed besides wisdom and power of knowledget 
he was above mankind in the same way as man being born in 
the animal world was above all animals . . . . . . . , Accosting 
the moon the sun said that for thousands of years he had been 
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waiting for the manifestation of such a superhuman soul and 
this world itself had been longing for his appearance . . . . . . 
how blessed is this day, 0 moon, for it has fulfilled our expec
tations of thousands 0£ years.''. 

It will be seen £ram this that the Dev Guru considers 
himself as far above the greatest of men, its great religious 
teachers and its wise philosophers, as man stands above the 
lower animals. Therefore, those who accept the teachings of this 
new Atheistic religion must accept this position of the Dev 
Gnru as not only the greatest man that was ever born but also 
as a man having the same superiority above all other men as 
man has above animul::;. It is due to the acceptance 0£ this 
position that the adherents of the Dev Samaj prostrate them
selves before the pictures 0£ their leader and worship him. 
Thus they are content to follow him as an animal follows man, 
and the exercise of the, reasoning faculty is probably not needed. 
All these teachings are utterly inconsistent with certain ideas 
borrowed from \V estern Freethought literature. Compare, for 
instance, the superstitious puerilities of the Dev Samaj referred 
to above with such expressions as the following, and no doubt 
i3 left as to the incongruity of the idea with other teachings :-

,, To find cause for an effect is natural to man. To avoid 
impending dangers and difficulties, to be free from them in the 
fa1ture, and to seek help from without when he himself feels 
incapable 0£ getting out of them, is no less natural to him. 'I1he 
rising and setting of the glorious sun every day, the change of 
seasons every year, the heavy floods at one time and the killir1g 
droughts at another, the storms of winds ::md rain on land and 
seas and the thunders of electricity in space, the birth, growth 
and death of beautiful life of various grades, its functions and 
vitality, a world of stars above, and a bottomless and vast land 
and sea below full of beauty and grandeur, the recurrence of 
diseases the human :flesh is heir to, and tho spread of epidemics 
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-all these excited his curiosity and created in him a sense of 
weakness, and set him to solve his problems and to ward off 
his troubles and diseases. With undeveloped reason and no 
experimental knowledge he saw a god in every awe-inspiring 
phenomenon in nature.'' 

Though the Dev Samaj has borrowed these and similar 
ideas from Western Freethought literature, its first denial of 
the existence of God was duo to other causes than the influence 
of that literature. rrhe Hindu conception of God is so defective 
that a denial of the existence of God is a short step from that 
conception. The second of the four fundamental principles of 
the Dev Samaj is '~ t,hat matter and force being indestructible 
iu their nature do al ways exist in some form or other, hence 
no befriy has created them." This is also the fundamental 
principle of the Hindu religion which admitting the exis.tence 
of God denies that any thing was crell.ted by Him. According 
to the Arya Samaj explan~tion of the Hindu conception of God 
which has often been criticised in these pages, there are three 
co-eternal and co-existent things, matter, soul and God. It is 
denied that God created matter and soul which are believed to 
be self-existent like God Himself. But it is held that though 
matter and soul with all their properties and attributes were 
not brought into existence by the Supreme Being, yet that 
Being was needed to combine matter and soul into various 
forms. It can be easily seen that the Dev Samaj denial of God 
is only a natural conclusion from this Hindu doctrine. For if 
no Being created matter and soul or any of their properties, 
none was needed to combine matter and soul into various forms, 
for their inherent. properties were sufficient to bring about such 
combinations. It is clear, therefore, that to whatever extent 
the Dev Samaj may have been influenced by vVestern Free• 
thought literature in the later development of its Atheistic idea, 
the movement was in its inc~ption entirely indigenous and the 
result of the peculiar theistic doctine of the Hinduz, 
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A denial of the existence of God involves the deninl of all 
revealed books and as such of the Vedas, the Hindu sacred 
scriptures. Notwithstanding all this, tbe Dev Samaj is essen
tially a reform movement among the Hindus. I lay stress on 
this point particularly because the Hindus belonging to another 
reform movement, the Arya Sa.maj, deny its Hindu character, 
The members of the Dev Samaj are not socially cut off :from the 
other Hindus as are the followers of Islam or Christianity, 'When 
a Hindu is converted to Muhammadanism or Christianity, 
he is no more a member of the Hindu society though he believes 
in God and may even revere the Vedas, but when he becomes 
a Dev SamajiRt, he may scoff at the Divine Being or condemn 
the Vedas, but -practically he remains as good a Hindu as his 
orthodox brother. 'l'hry would still eat. together and live toge
ther which is impossible in the case of a man who goes over 
to another religion. The Dev Samaj, therefore, though pro
nouncedly Atheistic, is still a Hindu movement and it is 
among the Hindus that it is gaining any ground. 

To do justice to the Dev Samaj movement, it must be added 
t.hat it is doing some usefnl educational and charitable work. 
It boasts of having brought about moral and spiritual elevation 
among its adherents, but these claims have been dealt a severe 
blow by the publication of certain letters purporting to have 
been written by the prominent and leading members of the sect 
to their leader in which degrading and debasing confessions 
of specific sinful deeds are made. But the educational and 
charitable work of the Dev Samaj cannot be disparaged. It 
has established a boys' high school and a girl school, and did 
useful charitable work in the Kangra earthquake. 
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The Human Soul. 
(By M. Sher Ali, B.A.) 

1. The Vedic Theory. 

The believers in metempsychosis are confronted by a serious 
difficulty. According to them, God is not the creator of souls, 
but He has at his disposal a supply of ready made souls and it 
is upon this supply that He draws, to bring living bodies into 
existence. The souls are continually migrating from one body 
to another. Now, if the souls are not created with the bodies, 
and if the soul of one body passes into another body after the 
death o.f the former, the question arises, by what means does 
it manage to pass into the new body, and where is it during the 
interval between its leaving one body and entering into another? 
In what sphere does the soul move, when it is not animating 
any body and in what manner does it effect an entry into a 

new body? A man dies, his soul leaves his body 0£ clay and has 
to enter the body of a donkey, a dog, a rat, a leech or a louse. 
How is it that the soul finds admission into the body 0£ the 
new creature where it has to lie enchained for some time, and 
ho\V does it amuse itself during the interval when it is left to 
itself, having been unfettered from its old body. To bring this 
question home to my Hindu readers, particularly the .Aryi 
Samajists, I ask them how it was that their own souls found 
a way into their bodies, when they were being prepared in the 
wombs of their mothers? 'l'his is a question which mm;t be 
answered by those who do not believe that the soul is created 
with the body and who hold that there is a very large number 
of souls which are :flitting about in the universe animating 
Yarious bodies at various times. And I am &lad to say that 
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this question 11as already suggested itself to the authors of the 
theory of transmigration an<l they have attempted a solution of 
it, though, I am sorry to add, their attempt has met with a 
signal failure. Pundit Daya Nand, the great expounder of the 
Vedas in modern times, whose authority as an exponent of the 
Vedas is admitted by a large and enlightened section of the Hin
du community, known as the Arya Smnaj which holds him up as 
their leader, says in his well known work, the Satyarth Prakash, 
the Bible of the Arya Samajists (edition of 1875), eighth Sammo
las, page 263 :-''\Vhen z,ing .shari,r (subtle matter) and sathol 
:;ha,l'i'r (dense matter) appear in a combined form, birth takes 
place, and when they disappear, being separated, the result is 

death. rrhe manner in whic::1 it takes places is this that the 
soul when wandering about from the consequences of its actions 
and flitting hither and thither from the effect of its good or bad 
deeds, is mixed with what grows upon earth or with water or 
air. No sooner this takes place, then, according to misery or 
happiness, which is its lot in the·new life, on account of the 
o-ood or evil it has done in the past, the soul enters the worn b 
b 

of a female in a form and a body dependent on the actions 
committed in the immediately preceding life. ·when the soul 
has entered the body whether of man or animal, its body is 
formed after the body of the mother, in accordance with the 
manner which God has ordained. The soul is, in fact, after its 
departure from an old body, drawn up with the rays of the sun, 
and then descends with the light of the moon like dew on any 
plant or any other thing and in the manner above described 
assumes a body.'' rrhis is the explanation which Pandit Daya 
Nand gave on the authority of the Vedas. According tQ the Vedic 
teaching, then, the soul, after its departure from its old body, is 
drawn up to the heavens, just as a liquid, being rarified by the 
heat of the sun, turns into vapours and soars into the airy regions 
above. And when the night falls and the calm, cool rays 0£ 
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the moon replace the scorching heat of the sun, the soul being 
cooled down descends on vegetables, etc., as dew drops on 
the leaves of trees and other vegetation that covers the surface 
of the earth. That vegetation with a soul resting on it, as 
a glistening dew drop rests on leaves and twigs, is eaten by a 
female-a woman, a bitch, a cat, or some crawling female insect, 
according to the karma which the soul had done in its previous 
births. If the soul had done such deeds as rendered it fit only 
for the body of an ass, the soul that is resting on a herb would 
refuse to he devoured by a woman or a mare, and must lie there 
waiting for a donkey to come to it and graze the grass on which 
it lies. Again no male is a~lowcd to touch the tender twig on 

which a soul has deposited itself, for according to the Vedas 
only females are privileged to eat souls. A Hindu regards it 
a heinous sin to slaughter an animal, because according to him, 

it contains no other than the noble soul of man, in other words, 
jt. is only a human being in disguise. Let him also turn liis 
step away when a bunch of grass comes in his way, for there 
too may be bivouacing some soul waiting to be eaten by a 
female and an inadvertent step may crush it. If a soul is 
capable of being eaten by a female, it is also liable to be tram
pled under the feet. .Again, the souls can rain down only in 
moonlit nights, for it is only the soothing rays of the moon that 
cool them clown into something like dew-drops. So there can 
be no depositing of souls on nights when there are no rays of 
the moon to cool them down into dewdrops. Similarly stormy 

and cloudy nights must also prevent the souls from settling 
down on vegetables, etc. Thus moonlit nights must be followed 
by an increase in births among animals and men, while the time 
following dark nights must be marked by absence of births 
in the animal kingdom. But we do not observe anything like 
this either among animals or men, Births are never returned 
-as nill in any season of the year in our Municipal reports. 
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Again, if the rays of the sun have the power of drawing up 

souls when unfettered from their bodies, it is impossible to see 

why any births take place at all. r:l1he souls, we are told, fall 
down on vegetables, etc., on moonlit nights, There they ·will 
lie till morn, but when the day dawns and the beams of the 
rising sun illuminate the earth, the souls must again be attracted 

heavenwards. They were lying loose on the earth and we know 
that loose souls, i. c., ·when they are not chained up in some 

body, are liable to be attracted by the rays of the sun. If the 
rays of the sun have the pO\ver to draw 11p souls when they 
cast away the bodies which enclosed them, there is no reason 
why the rays should not act similarly on the souls when they 
lie exposed to them on vegetables and other objects. If there 
is any power in the rays to draw up souls, it must be with them 

at all times and they must be able to lift the soul he1venwards 

when it lies on a vegetable, just as they lift it when it leaves 

its body. They cannot be supposecl to be divested of that 
power when they fall on a soul lying in the open, and to regain 
it ,vhen they fall on a sonl which has just disentangled itself 
from a body where it had bin imprisoned for some time. Thus 
the souls that had deposited themselves on the earth on 
a moonlit night mnst decamp vrith the advent of dawn, and. if 
the animals and men want to get offspring for themselves, they 
must send out their females on moonlit nights, to hunt for souls. 
Their females, with hungry stomachs, should go out under the 

cover of night, when the souls are raining down on earth 
with the moon beams, and go ahout eating raw vegetables, 

drinking water at pools and dra,Ying in as much air as possible . 
.Kight is the only time ,vhen there is any chance of their 
catching souls, else, these tiny Hitting things will cfrmppear with 
the first sunbeams. 

Again, male animals are the chief instruments in begetting 

offspring, but in the Vedic theory as demonstrated by Pandit 
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Daya Nand, they a.re not represented as playing any part in the 
matter. It is tho fomalos only that cat souls, and thus the males 
that aro indispensable for procreation are totally dispensed 
with. 

It is a well known fact that the children partake not only 
of the physical IoaturoR, but al:-m of the morals, 0£ both their 
parents, and i£ a child cnnnot come into existence unless its 
soul is eaten, the soul must be split into two halv2s, one-half 
to be eaten by the male and the other by the female parent. 
The child, in every respect, is a com bincd issue of both the 
parents, and i1 a soul must lJo oaten in order that a child may 
come into being, the soul must be eaten by both the parents. 
This necessitates the splitting of the soul into two halves and 
t ho V m1ic theory is responsible for this absurdity. 

Again, in order to ensure the proper working of the theory, 
it is necessary not only that the soul should fall on vegetables, 
etc., in two parts, but that the parts 0£ the same soul should be 
eaten by the male and the female parents. In the case of human 
beings, if the wife happens to eat one-half of a soul, the other 
half of that so11l should go to no other than her husband. But if 
the wifo follows the practice of Niyoga and is bidden by her 
husband to go to a stranger to get children for him, in con
formity with the Vedic doctrine of Niyoga, then the other half 
of that soul should go, not to her husband, but to that stranger 
whose company she is bidden to seek, 

There are still greater difficulties which have to be over· 
come. In these days 0£ locomotion, a husband and a wife, 
living at distant stations, may be brought together by a few 

hours' travelling. Suppose the husband lives at Delhi and the 
wife at Lahore. Both may start from their respective stations, 
meet each oLher hnlf way and there seek each other's company. 
But tho one took his food at Delhi and tho oLher at Lahore. 
So in order that a child may be born, it is necessary not only 
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that the soul should have fallen in two parts, but that one half 
of it should have fallen at Lahore and the other at Delhi. 

Again it is very seldom that men eat raw vegetables; 

generally they are cooked on fire before they are consumed by 
men. vVhen the husband bring;; home some vegetables with a 

sonl resting on them, the wife puts them in a kettle and places 
them on fire. Now the question arises, is the Roul also cooked 
a1ong with tbe vegetables, and is it not burned to death in 
the process, or if it escape burning, does it not evaporate and 
disappear with the watery vapours that are rising from the 
kettle, owing to the heat of the fire that is burning underneath; 
H the rays 0£ tlw sun have the power to draw up souls, the 
heat of tbo fire should also be able to cause them to evaporate, 

for in this respect, tho rays 0£ the sun and the heat of the fire 
are identjcal in their effect, nay, the fire being hotter causes a 

more rapid evaporation than the less hot rays of the sun. 

I have only one more question to ask. \Ve are told that 

vrhcn an animal dies, the rays of the sun draw up the soul. 

'What happens, I ask, if a man or any other animal dies, in the 
dead of night, when there are no rays of the sun to lift the 
soul? Does the sonl then continue to adhere to the remains 
of the dead person till the morning sun darts down ita rays 
to draw it up, or does it hover about the deceased person's 
house like a haunting spirit ? 

Such are the absnrdities to which the believers in this 
strange Vedic doctrine commit themselves and that merely 
because they believe God to be utterly unable to create even a 
single soul. If they had believed that the soul has no existence 
before a body is created and th.1.t it is hronght int.o existence 
by God along with the body, they would not have stood in need 
of inventing such absurd t.heories as the one detailed above. 

No rays would have, then, been needed to draw up souls, nor 
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would the Hindu r·ishis haYe been constrained to represen 

souls as ruiniug dovrn in the foi·m <if dew on moonlit nights. 
There would have been, then, no necessity to represent vege
tables, etc., as vehicles to transfer the souls from the atmospheret 

to tho wombs of females. Nor wonld the Hin<fo theologian 

have been driven to the extreme of formulating a. theory which 

deprives the males of all share in the begetting of the young. 

It is his belief in the eternity and sel£. existence of the soi.11 and 
his disbelief in the power of'God to create souls that compels 
him to represent souls as flitting about in the atmosphere like 
aerial spirits and settliug down on vegetables, etc., Qubjcct to 

the soothing influence of the moonlight. \Vhen a man devi
ates from the path of truth, he is dcpri ved of all light and 

falls into a hundred pitfalls. He plnnges himRelf in inky dark
ness and do~s not know how to find his way out of it. It was this 
belief, as I showed in my last article, which forced the Hindu 
to represent God as merciless, unforgiving, unjust, and unable to 
grant everlasting salvation to His righteons servants, and it is 
this belief again which makes him say a hundred foolish things 

about the soul and the manner in which it is made to animate 
animal bodies. Let him once believe God as powol'fnl and able 
to create soul and matter, as He really is, an<l he ,vould no 
longer stand in need of representing God as unable to forgive 
even a single sin, because forgiveness is calcnlate<l to lead to 
an exhaustion of the limited supply of souls. Nor will he, 

then, stand in need of represen.ting the souls as lying on vege
tables, stones, pooh:, &c., as if they were drops of de1,,v, an<l lJeing 
eaten by mothers so that in their wombs they may grow iuto 

children. All these difficulties will vanish with the belie£ that 
God has po,Yer to create soul and that He does not depend on 
reuC:.y made souls for creation. 

There was one thing commendable in Pundit Daya Nand, 
He never ieared to faithfully reproduce the teachings of the 
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Vedas, no matter, however absurd or even immoral they might 
appear, For in~,tanco, lie :rnw that 1.t10 Vedas taught Niyoyn, 
1,iz., the doctrine which requires the 1rns1Jan<l, under certain 
circumstances, to bid his wife to seek the C(lmpany 01 a stranger 
in oru.cr to get cl1ildron from him; and be bo1c1ly prescribed 

the practice for his followers, merely because that ·was the 
plain tcachin~ of the Vedas which he believed to be the \iVord 

of God. He Ju.ow that such a practice was shockingly ropu1sive 
to hnm:m natnro ancl wonld ho subjected to much disagreeable 
criticism, but that consideration could not deter him from 
embodvin<Y the tea.chino- in his SatyarLh Pr:1.k.1sh, Th.it was .., C, .::-, 

the teacliing of the Vedas, so he faithfally rcprodnced it in 
hit:i hook for the guidance of his follO\vers, not caring how it 
wonl<l he received by the public. 

Similarly, he displayed boldness in reproducing the theory 
of birth. He stated in plain ,,·ords how the soul, after leaving 
a hocly, was drawn up by the rays of the sun, how it flitted 
about in the airy regions above and how the rays of the moon 
brought it clown and deposit.eel it on some vegetable, etc., where 
it lay like a dewdrop to be devoured, not by the male, but by 
the female, in whoso womb it grew into a foll grown animal. 

His followers, however, seem to lack the moral courage of 
their leader and hence we see that this theory 0£ birth, which 
is writ large on page 263 of the Satyarth Prakash of the year 
187 5, has been expunged from the later editions by his less 
courageous followers. But their lender faithfully reproduced 
what he saw written in the sacred scriptures of his religion. 
So merely expnnging certain pages from the Satyarth Prakash 
does not exempt them from responsibility for the contents of 
these pages. As long as they pro:fess to :follow .. Pandit Daya 
Naud and the sacred scriptures whose contents he faithfully 

l'eproduced in his book for the convenience of his followers, 
they must be held accountable for everything which their 
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learned leader taught. To tear out certain pages frorn._ Satyarth 
Prakash only shows that the Arya Samajists are anxious to 
hi<le the ugly features of their faith from public gaze, but this 
does not show that their creed is free from every deformity 
and ngliness. The only way to escape responsibility is to 
declare that Pandit Daya Nand made an error and that such 

are not the teachings of their religion. 

Such a declaration on their part will, however, relieve them 
only of responsibility for this particular theory, but still it will 
be their duty to substitute some other theory in pfoce of the one 
advanced hy Daya Nand on tlio authority of tho sacred 
scriptures of the Hindus. I£ they rPject tlie theory embodied 

in the Sat.yarth Prakash as inconvenient, they arc bound to 
offer some other theory explaining the manner in which the 
souls seek union with the bodieJ; of animah, if th<:y are not 
created by God along with their bodies. 

'l'he Arya Samajists, by the way, haYe not made a very 
happy choice in selecting this passage of the bat.yarth Prakash 
for abrogation. The theory was indeed absurd and ridiculous, 

but it ,vas not mischievous and harmful. But there are portions 
of the Satyarth which are too indecent to be allowed a place in a 
book which is designed to serve as a guide for the people. 
Again, there are passages in it which are ealculated to corrupt 
young minds by sowing in them seeds of disaffection to the 

preHent government. It inculcates a wholesale and indiscrimi
nate expulsion of all foreigners from Arya Varta and favours 

a government by Chhat.riyas who should be firm believers in the 
Vedas. ~Ty object here is not to impugn the loyalty of the Arya 

Samaj to the Dritish Raj, nor do I deem myself in a position 
to suspect the motives of the writer wlio embodied these 

teachings, in his handbook of guidance. These are genm·ally 
borrowed from Hindu Shastras and were originally given 
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under circumstances which no longer exist. They were given 
at a time when Arya Varta was governed by its own Rajas and 
Maharajas, and are hardly objectionable when viewed in the 
light of the circumstances under which they were delivered. 
But what I want to point out is that such teachings when 
addressed to the modern Hindu cannot but lead to evil 
consequenses. It is l1ighly unwise to place in the hands of 
young students a book which teaches the hatred of the foreigner 
and preaches a Government by Ghhatriyas who should be staunch 
believers in the Vedas. So the Arya Samaj will do an inestimable 
service to the British Government and to the Indian public, if it 
expunges such passages from the Satyarth Prakash. It will do a 
service to the cause of morality, if it also expunge the passages 

which deal with NiyoJa, I cannot believe any respectable Arya 
can practise N·iyogci, in spite of the sanction accorded to it by 
the Vedas and the Satyarth Prakash, \Vhy should then this 
teaching be allowed to disgrace the pages of the Satyarth 
Prakash when it is incapable of being practised by the respect
able mem hers of the Samaj ? The Arya Samaj has already 
violated the sanctity of their Bible by expunging certain 
disagreeable passages from it, and they will not be now guilty 
of any sacrilege of which they have not been already guilty. 

The Quranic Teachings. 
(Translated fro'l'n the Ohashma-i-Mct'rifat of the late 

Mfrza Ghulam .Ahmad Sahib.) 

'rh0 teachings of the Quran as to the birth and death of 
the soul are not only not opposed to reason, but are also in 
accordance with the facts which we witness every day. Facts 
bear unmistakable evidence that the very seeds of the man and 
the woman possess a capacity to give birth to the soul. '!'his 
capacity continues to develope until the body of the child is fully 
formed. Then there is created in it a soul with the command 
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and power of God. These are facts which are daily observed, 
It i:-; thus that God brings the soul into existence out of non
existence for the soul is not a body. \Ve also see that the soul is 
created out of the substance which gradually adopts the form 
of a body in the womb of the female. That substance is not 
necessarily prepared from some soul-bearing vegetable, but may 
also be prepared from any kind of flesh. Sometimes, the subs
tance that gives birth to animals like frogs and some insects lies 
deep in the earth. Indeed it is one of the mysteries of divine 
power that out of matter He creates something which is 
neither matter nor material. Thus our daily observation 
clearly shows that the soul of man does not rain down from 
the heavens1 but that it is created out of the body by the power 
of Almighty God. 'rhe Holy Quran says:-

~tsil lS\J J ~-= l 4.lJ I JJ l~3.; Jl:i.. j lsiJ..,o,.. i U l.a..,j J rj i.e., "When 
the human mould is prepared in the womb, V{ e petfect it with 
a new creation, i.e., Vile create the soul out of the matter which 
builds up the human mould." .A gain it says in the chapter enti
tled "Man'' : [ l..t..-o J 6'.ibj e1"' ~ t_; ll J li.lilc.. U ) i.e., "We create 
man out of mixed semen.'' that i;;;, the combined seeds 0£ the male 
and the female parents. No body can deny that the child 
inherits the moral attributes of both the parents as he inherits 
the physical features of both. 

The verses of the Holy Quran quoted above show that the 
soul of man is created out of the seed from which the human 
mould is built up and this is borne out by the observations of 
millions of men, In some cases, this seed is prepared only 
from animal food. Can we imagine, then, that the soul also 
falls on the skin of goats, &c., penetrates into their hody and is 
mixed with their flesh, and that the particular piece of flesh with 
,vhich the soul is mixed is further subdivided into two pieces, 
one to be eaten by the male and the other by the female, no 
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matter, however distant they ml:!-Y be from each other, and even 
if one of them be a strict vegetarian ? Can we imagine that 
the soul 0£ such animals as live solely on flesh falls on the 
skins 0£ the animals which form their food ? There are 
numberless insects that lie buried fathoms deep in the earth. 
Hundreds come into view when we dig wells. Again, countless 
iish and other animals live deep in the ocean. How do the 
souls manage to find their way into the bodies 0£ these animals? 
All these instances show the absurdity of the Arya Samajic 
theory thn,t the soul falls down with the rays of the moon like a 
dewdrop on vegetables, etc., to be consumed by the female 
animals. If, £or instance, milk is allowed to stand for somedays 

or pulse, after it has been cooked so that any germs that may 
h:wo existed in it have been burned to death, continues to lie 
in some vessel for somedays, there are born in it numberless 
insects. How can, then, the theory that life cannot be breathed 
into any matter unless a soul falls on some vegetable, ate., to be 
consumed by the female, hold good? Those who believe that 
a soul aft.er its departure from a body can come back to a new 
body by some means are bound to show how and by what 
means the outside soul finds its way into the body. This is a 
duty which they cannot shake off. ·when a soul leaves a body, 
no <loubt is left as to its departure. I£ it comes back, it is the 
duty of the followers 0£ the Vedas to demonstrate the manner 
of its eutry into the body so clearly as to leave no room £or 
doubt. But we are not bound to prove how the soul is created. 
In millions 0£ instances we clearly observe souls being created, 
and that is enough. But the Aryas hold that the old souls come 
back and on them lies the onus of proving it, If they reject 
Daya N,md's theory as erroneous, a mere rejection of the theory 
will not absolve them of their duty to demonstrate the wny 
by which old souls come back. V-l e can show them that souls 
are created, but they cannot show that souls come from outside. 
'fhe manner in which life is breathed into all land and saa 
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animals cle;xr]y sho,.,.-s that Rcrnls nm horn in tl1em and that they 
do not come from Otttsidu. 

Jn reality, all the works of Cod are beyond the compre

hension of man. For inst.ancc, a human child is born from n, 

d;rop of sperm an<l ·we are nt a loss to underntancl how man 1B 

created out of a (Tino lilw that. It is rptito incomprehensible 

how Ll1cro rtre created out, of i L eyes that see, and ears tbat 

hear. '.l.'he forrnntion of: human foal uros, of hands and feet, 
oE the heart', braiu, Ji,·er and nll oLhce lllembers of the body 
is quite beyoncl hulllan comprchonsion. Their formation 

appears to us ns impossible :1.s creation out of nothing; for we 

are not able to form tbem, 11or c~rn lrnmau reason demonstrate 
the mode of t.hoir formation, As it .is 1Joyoncl onr power to 

comprehe11d how tJw Yarious rnern lJers of the lrnmnn body 

are formed, similarly it is beyo11cl onr pmrer to understand 
how the soul is created. But. WtJ lrnve shown that souls are 
created and we observe their creation every day; how can we 
then deny a palpable fact? If it is beyonrl onr power to under
stand how tl1e s0111 is created; it is also beyonrl our power to 

1·en1ise how man witl1 nll his facnlties and organs is created out 

of n drop of: sperm. The crention oE both is equally beyond our 

comprehension ancl we are not jnstifiell in denying the creation of 
the one and admit ting the crention oE the other. It is the height 

of presumption on the pnrt of m:1.n to meddle with the v.orks of 
the Divine Being. There are tl10ns:1nds of secrets iu the works 

0 [ Goel which bafne our understnnding, but our doily observation 
compels us t.o admit thom. Similarly ouL" ohsel'vnt,iun forces us 

to admit that d10 son1s ,ire crea1ccl at1d t.l1at they do not fall from 

above. Dig the earth fotl10rns Lleep, .. rncl you will find a11irnah5 

there. Can it be inrngtnecl tli.at tLe soul rai11s clown upon 
them from the firmament? It is ::~ ci1atter of every clay obser• 

vation that souls t\1'0 created, and to assert in the face of these 

observations that the souls ruin tlO\vn from the higher regions 

is J,ighly ridiculous and childish, 
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It is an established £act that in every thing on this earth, 
there is an essence out of which there may come into existence 
some animal form, Even the iron that rusts may give rise to 
an insect. Living forms may also be found in the heart of 
stones, Every kind of corn and every kind of fruit gives rise to 
insects when it is rotten, When a man dies and is buried in 
the earth, his body soon becomes full of insects. 'l1here is a 
kind of fruit called golar (wild fig) in which no insects are to 
be seen when it is raw, but as it ripens, its substance gives 
rise to insects, some of which may even take wings and fly 
away when the fruit is cut. When the egg of a fowl becomes 
addled, it is found to bo teeming with insects. All these 
examples show that the theory advanced by the Vedas and 
advocated by Pundit Daya Naud hardly explains tl:e birth of 
these animals, which can only be fitly described by saying that 
God brings animals into existence out of non-existence. It is 
said that souls fall down on vegetables, &c., but there are living 
organisms even inside those very vegetables. ·where do their 
l!louls come from? 

Unlike the Vedas, the Quran says that the souls are not 
uncreated but that they come into existence along with the body, 
This is the truth about the l1irth of souls which is borne out 
by established facts and which we cannot but accept. When we 
say that the soul comes into existence out of non-existence, we 
do not mean to say that it was nothing before it was created. 
What we mean to say is that before the soul came into being, 
there was no material out of which man with his own efforts, 
could draw a soul. It is only the power and wisdom of God 
which brings the soul into existence out of some matter. 1t 
was £or this reason that on the Holy Prophet being questioned 
as to the reality of the soul, God said, • ( _, ;' J 1.:/s: 0; JH-1, 

H~u ll J C'l.,tJ) 1.:1~ r:.;.t:; ..,1 l,-. _, .....s! J ;"'1 1.:1"' C.,) 1 J:; i.e. ''The unbeliev
ers ask thee as to the reality of the soul and the manner of its 
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creation; say the soul is created by the command of God, (i.e., 
it is a mystery of divine power) and you have no knowledge con 
cerning the soul save a little, (i.e., your knowledge of the soul is
only this much that you can see it being created and no more).'' 

The law of God pertaining to the creation of the human 
soul is that when the human mould is gradually developed, 
there is produced in it a new essence, just as two or more 
elements being united together acquire a new property which 
was not possessed by them separately. 'I1he bright essence thus 
engendered in the body is at once kindled, when the wind 0£ 
divine manifestation blows on it and it pervades the whole 
body of the foetus in the womb and animates it, It is then 
that a life is breathed into the body, and that bright essence 
when kindled by the command of God is called the soul. It 
is the Word of God and is said to come into existence at His 
command for the natural power of the female, which causes the 
body to grow like the web of the spider with the permission 
of God, has no :share in the creation of the soul, which is purely 
a manifestation of divine power, Though this spiritual fire, 
called soul, appears out 0£ the body, yet it cannot be produced 
unless the heavenly zephyr breathes on it. This is the true 
knowledge of tl1e soul, which is revealed to us by the Holy 
Quran; and the Vedas, like all other books, are devoid of it. It 
is thus that the soul is said to come into existence out of non
existence, but by this we do not mean to s~y that it is brought 
into existence out of absolute nothingness, for the whole universe 
depends on the system of cause and effect. 

The objection may be raised that if the soul is created, it 
should also be subject to death. The answer to this objection 
is, that it is indeed subject to death. Anything which loses 
its attributes is said to die. If any drug has lost it.s properties, 
it is said to be dead. Similarly, with regard to the soul it is 
au established fact that under certain circumstances it loses 
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its attributes, nay, it undergoes even greater changes that the 
body itself. It is when these changes separate the soul from 
its attributes that it is said to die, for when a thing leaves its 
essential attributes, it is said to die. It is for this reason that 
the Holy Quran describes only those souls as living after their 
departure from this world as have attained the object of their 
creation, viz., the souls which are characterised by perfect love 
of God and perfect submission to the Divine Being. All other 
souls are represented as dead. In short, the death of the soul 
consists in its being saparated from its attributes, For instance, 
when a man is subjected to a death at the time of his sleep, 
his soul also undergoes a simultaneous death, i.e., it loses the 
attributes which it possessed in the state of wakefulness. In 
sleep, it no longer possesses the attributes which it possessed 
when the man was awake and its relinquishing its attributes 
during sleep may be fitly represented as its death, for death 
only means the loss of attributes. The word death is often 
misunderstood. It not only means complete annihilation but 
also the loss of essential properties or characteristics. When 
a body dies, it does not become quite extinct, for its dust still 
exists. Similar is the death 0£ the soul, for it too is deprived 
of its at.tributes and properties. As the body ceases to do its 
work during sleep, similarly the soul of a sleeping person is 
deprived of the powers which it possessed when the person 
was awake. For instance, the soul of a living person meets a 
dead person during sleep and does not know that the person 
is dead. It totally forgets this world as soon as a person goes 
to sleep, Then it casts off the garb of this world and dons 

quite a new garb. It remembers nothing of this world, unless 
it is reminded of it by God, It is completely divested of its 
own powers and actually enters the house of God. All its 
movements, words and passions are under the control of the Di
vine Being, and it is so completely under the power of God that 
everything which it does, or speaks, or hears, and every move-
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ment that it makes, cannot be said to be proceeding from its 
own will. On the other hand, it is totally deprived 0£ all will 
and displays every sign of death. 'J'hus it undergoes a greater 
death than the body. I wonder at those who do not ponder 
even over tl1eir state of sleep. I£ the soul was to be exempted 
from death, it ought to have been exempted from it even in 
sleep. The state of sleep serves us for a mirror in order to 
realise the state of death. One who wants to attain a true 
knowledge respecting the soul should ponder much over the 
state of sleep. Every secret of death may be discovered by 
means of sleep. If you will properly ponder over the state of 
sleep and will consider attentively the way in which the soul 
undergoes a death during sleep, you will be convinced that 
the state of death is similar to the state of sleep. So it is wrong 
to say that the soul after its departure from the body continues 
in the same condition in which it was in this life. On the 
other hand, it, by the command of God, is subjected to a death 
similar to that to which it is subjected during sleep, but that 
death is much stronger than the death of the soul during sleep. 
Every attribute 0£ the soul is, then, ground under the mill
stone of extinction, and that is the death of the soul. Then 
only those are raised from death, who, while l1ere, did deeds 
wl1ich could give life. No soul has power to remain alive, 
Does it lie in the power of man to maintain a fast hold, during 
sleep, 0£ the attributes and knowledge which he possessed 
during wakefulness? Nay, the moment one closes one's eyes, 
the state of the soul is completely changed and it is overtaken 
by a death which upsets its very existence. 

God says with reference to the death of the soul: J ;ll ill) 

~ I J.-•P 4,. l~ , .. i ~.:; rJ ull J., t.:; :,~ ~!:- U""'a.i J J 

...s; l.!l l u"'-~ ~ J 0 } 1 U' .1!:.. JJ J '- L.., Jl _, o .,.J J ~~ \.$,,.a; 
[ 1 .. j1 l] l.!l _, ,fill !" .,sv o l! JJ J.J j, i.e.," God takes hold of 
the souls at the time of their death. They come completely 
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under tho control and power of God and lose their will and 
sel£-consciousness. They forego the attributes of life and 
undergo a complete death, And the souls that are not really 
dead but whose condition bears a close resemblance to death 
are the souls of those that go to sleep. In the state of death, 
the soul goet5 into the hands of God and undergoes a change 
which renders it unconscious and forgetful of the world, In 
short, both in the state of death and in sleep, the soul is so 
completly under the control of God that it parts with its will and 
self-consciousness, which are the signs of life. Then God 
detains such souls as have been made to undergo real death 
and sends such souls back to the world for a time as were not 
subjected to real death. In this there are signs for those that 
ponder and reflect." This is the translation and explanation 
of the verses quoted above. These verses show that there is a 
death for the souls, as there is a death £or the body. But the 
Holy Quran also shows that the souls of the elect of God are 
recalled from death after some days, some after three days, some 
after a week, and others after 40 days. This new life of theirs 
is a life of extreme bliss, sweetness and enjoyment. It is to attain 
this life that the rjghteous servants of God turn to God with 
all their power and strength and with complete sincerity and 
devotion. It is to be blessed with this life that they exert 
themselves to the utmost of their powers to free themselves 
from the impurities of the worldly life It is to achieve this life 
that they adopt a bitter life here and bring on themselves a 
death in order to win the pleasure of their Divine Master. 

In short, as the foregoing ve1·se shows, there is a death for 
the soul as there is a death for the body. Though the most 
secret conditions of the next life are unknown to us in this 
dark world, yet the state of sleep, no doubt, serves as a specimen 
of the life to come. The death which overtakes the soul in this 
life is well exemplified in the state of sleep, for we know that 
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as soon as we close our eyes, all the attributes of our soul 
become muddled. The state of our wakefulness and every 
thing connected with it is totally forgotten, and all the knowledge 
th1t we possessed while awake is buried in oblivion. The 
scenes which we see during sleep prove beyond doubt that 
our soul has been totally changed and has lost all the attributes 
it possessed during wakefulness. This is a condition which 
bears a close resemblance to death, nay, it is really a kind of 
death, and is a conclusive evidence of the fact that the death 
which overtakes the soul at the time of the death of the body 
is like the death which overtakes the soul at the time of sleep; 
but the real death is far greater than the death of the soul 
during sleep. 

We see strange scenes during sleep. Sometimes we see 
oureelves a~ children and we forget tlrn fact that we are grown 
up men and have children and a wife. These !cenes which 
come into existence during sleep conclusively show that the 
soul loses memory and other attributes. This state may be 
justly called death. 

1'he Vedas have committed a serious mistake in representing 
the souls as eternal and undying like God, and it is sheer igno
rance to regard such a book as a source of all wisdom, a book 
which sets up the creatures of God as partners with Him in 
eternit.y. Unlike the Vedas, the Holy Quran represents the 
souls as created and subject to death and not eternal and 
undying. As to the souls being created, the Holy Quran 
observes: ;l:.. 1 t.iill:.. 1 U l!.,j J / i.e., "When the human mould 
is prepared, We bring about in it a new creation, ·i.e., We create 
therein the soul." Again it says : V'~) .J,. ) \!I,. ( _, ,J J J:; 
ll~ Y 1 rl.J I ~ r'.i~ _, 1 l,. _, i.e., ''Say, (0 Prophet,) that the 
soul is created by the command of my Lord and that you 
.know very little about it.'' 1.'he Holy Quran has also hinted 
on many occasions that the morals o.£ a soul are according to 
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the substance of the seed. If we consider the beasts, the 
birds, and the insects, etc., we come to the conclusion that 
the attributes 0£ the soul of each animal are according to 
the substance 0£ the seed. In addition to the verses quoted 
above, there is another verse which shows that the souls are 
created. It runs thus:-(.):; )il.J 1) Jy.. J..iu, J J.i; i.,:s:Z JS' JU._, 
i.e., "God i!5 He who has created every thing; (there is nothing 
outside His creation), and He has placed a limit on (the body, 
powers, faculties, properties and forms of) each, (so that their 
limitations may point to a limiter, wl10 is God)." But God 
Himself is unlimited, therefore we cannot ask respecting Him, 
who is the limiter of God? The verse quoted above clearly 
states that every thing that has come into existence has, with 
all its powers and faculties, been created by God. This teaching 
is in consonance with the perfect unity of God; for it represents 
God as the source of all bounties, and according to it there is 
nothing which is not created by God and is not sustained by 
Him. 

The teaching that every thing is created by God is the 
first part of the teaching of Divine unity. The second part of 
the doctrine of Divine unity consists in the teaching that 
nothing in itself is exempt from death, except God. On this 
point, God says ilf-?-- _, ) 1 JJ t~ ~::., J{ i.e., ''Every thing is 
subject to death except God, who"is free from it.'' Similarly 
another verse says, I:.) t; lt~.c t:/,. JJ i.e., "Everything that is 
on the earth is to die.'' As God hais included all things in 
His creation by saying:-~ JS' i3i.,;. i.e., "He created every
thing" the word JS' conve;;;ing the idea of totality, similarly 
He represents all things as subject to death by saying: iY-::, JS' 
"*-?---' J J "-->J l• i.e., "Everything is subject to death except 
God,'' the dame word J{ (every) being repeated in this verse. 
Similarly, the other verse, t-:.> l; l•~i.ct:/~Jt i,e., "Everything on 
this earth is to die,'' represents all things as subject to death. 
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As the body undergoes a death by decomposition and decay, 
similarly, the soul undergoes a death when it foregoes its 
attributes. But those who lose themselves in God are again 

raised to life, because they attained a union with Goel, and 
becam.;e their lives were shadows of Divine life. The unclean 
souls ;1.re also given a sense 80 th:1t they may be subjected· 
to torment, hut they arc neither among the dead nor among 

the frving, like the man who is suffering from an excruciating 
pain, when his condition is as bad as death and when the 
whole earth and hcav011s grow dnrk in his eyes. 0£ these. 
the- Holy Quran says : c y,!. }) r\,-?- oJ ...:J l; l,.o rSf'"° d!) 0 lt i.:,;"' o.j J 

0 .s1!. JJ., l~~,; ·i.e., "]for him who comes to his Lord as a criminal, 
tl~ero is HeH, where he will neither live nor <lie." ·when a man 

looks into his own-self and considers how his soul undergoes 
changes in wa1~dulucss and sleep, ho will not hesitate to admit 
that his soul, too, liirn Lis body, is subject to change. And 
death is nothing but a change and loss of attributes. \Vhen a 
living being dies, the body still exists, but we apply the word 
death to it on acc01mt of the change it undergoes. It is to 
this tliat God refers when he says ...:J) )..a~J 11-; l rS:-Jij J 1_,i j 

i.e., "Do you not look carefully int,o your ovvnselves''? This 

verse means that there are placed in the souls wonderful 
propertjes which are nvt placed in the bodies, and that if a 
man reflects deepiy on the state of his soul, he can soon 
recognise God. Tliere is also a saying of the Holy Prophet 
to that eiiect-. He is reported to Lave said :-v,;;.,; o: .... ii.i ~ ).c ~"° 
6.~ J .._; f i.e., "One who recognises his ownseH recognises God." 
·Man cannot derive much benefit .from the changes which bodies 
undergo, for physical things soon bec01ne a habit. But the 
changes of the soul, particularly during our exertions to purify 
it and in visions, are so wonderful that they, as it were 
reveal the face of God. The spiritun,l wayfarers, at every stage 
of their spiritual advunccment, feel that the former condition 
of their souls was, us it were, a state of death, and tliat in their 
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o:i.rlior stages their souls did not possess the knowledge and 
light which they have attained in the later stages. Even those 
who learn the worldly sciences realise how immersed in sleep 
were their souls in childhood, and what a new light dawned on 
th~ir souls afte1· they made an advancement in learning and 
scwnce, 

Referring to the souls, God says ul? ~J t, ~4 )~ ~-J J i.e., 
"l said to the souls, Am I not your Lord? They responded, Yes.' 
'rhis verse moans that a belief in the existence of God is 
implanted in the nature of souls, and that if a man looks 
carefully into his soul, he will recognise God. But when a 
man plunges himself in the darkness of negligence and is 
affected by unholy teachings, he denies the existence of God 
who is His creator, and entertains doctrines which are not 
in consonance with what God has impressed on his nature. It 
is apparent that every person bears love for his parents, so 
much so, that some children die after the death of their mothers. 
So, if the soul of man does not proceed out of the Hand of God 
and is not L.reated by Him, who is it that has implanted the 
love of God in its nature, and why is it that as soon as the 
eyes of ma.n are opened and he casts off his negligence, his 
hea1 t is attracted towards God and a river of the love of God 
flows in his breast. This shows that there is some tie between 
God and the souls which makes them mad in divine love. 
They are so lost in the love of God that they are prepared to 
sacrifice their all in His path. 'rhe truth is, that the tie which 
unites the souls with the Divine Being is so wonderful that the 
relations of children with their mothers and fathers are not 
comparable with it. I£, as the Arya Samajists represent, the 
souls are self-existent, how did this wonderful tie come into 
existence, Who placed this love, thi:i passion, in the souls? 
This point deserves the deepest consideration and is a key to 
the true knowledge of God. 

It is an admitted fact that the human body is subject to 
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constant decay. The old particles of matter composing the 
body are, every moment, being replaced by new ones. How 
the waste of the body is repaired by new matter may best be 
seen when a man recovers from a long disease which has 
decimated his body and has reduced it to a mere skeleton. 
After recovery, he gradually gains in flesh, until he recovers 
his original bulk. The body is, thus, every moment, undergoing 
a death and gaining a life. And just as the body undergoes 
changes, similarly the soul also undergoes changes, The soul, 
too, like the body, is undergoing a death and gaining a life every 
moment. The only difference is that the changes of the body 
are apparent and palpable, while those of the soul are hidden 
as the soul itself is hidden. Again, the changes of the soul are 
unending. From the Holy Quran it appears that even in paradise 
the souls will be undergoing changes, but the changes there will 
be for the better. The souls will ever be advancing forward 
in their spiritual journey, every stage of their advancement 
being so much higher than the preceding stages, that the state 
of the souls in the latter may be regarded as a state 0£ death 
compared with their condition in the former. 

It is urged as an argument of the eternity of the soul that 
as God is Eternal, His attributes are likewise eternal, and that 
if it be supposed that the souls are not eternal, it follows that 
the attributes 0£ God are also not eternal. The Arya. Samajists 
who advance this argument do not pause to consider that this 
argument of theirs is not in consonance with their beliefs. 

When they believe that the souls are not created by God, that 
they are self-existent like Him £ram eternity and that the 
Hand of God has not so much as touched them, what, in the 
world, have they to do with the attributes of God? They being 

unconnected with God, an admission oi their eternity does not 
prove any attribute 0£ God. Indeed, it is true that the attributes 
of God such as creation, providence, etc., are eternal; and con-
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sidering the eternity of divine attributes, we ]Jave to admit the 
eternity of creation of some kind or other and not the eternity 
0£ the creation 0£ one particular kind. 'I111is ~s our belief and 
such is the teaching of the Holy Qura,n. \Ve do not know what 

existed before man was created, but wJ know that none of 
the attribntes of God has remained unmanifested for ever. 

Considering the endlessness of divine attributes, all that is 
necessary to admit is that the creation is eternal in kind, not 
that some particular kind of creatimi is eternal. 

I have s:1id that none 01: the attributes of God has remained 
unmanifestcd for ever. I have modified this statement by using 
the words, fer ever, because one of the attributes of God is 
oneness, for His existence does not depend on the existence of 
any other object. So, there will come a time when God "ill 
destroy the whole creation so that He may also prove His 
attribute of onenesss. Such times there have been before and 
there will be such times in the future. 
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The Meaning of Sacrifices in 
Islam. 

37 

~he Icl-ul-Azha (0 S\,.; ll J u-~~) or the day of sacrifices 
in the Muhammadan religion is observed on the tenth of 
Zul-Hijjah which fell this year on the 3rd of January. ':l.'he 
festival is meant to commemorate a great event in the history of 
religion, an event which is traced back to the great Patriarch. 
and Prophet, Abraham, who is equally honoured by three of 
the greatest nations 0£ the world, the Muhammadans, the 

Christians and the Jews. This memorable event was the aboli
tion of human sacrifices. Among almo~t all the primitive peoplo 
we find cases of the father sacrificing his child or a tribe its 
fellow-tribesman as an act 0£ expiation or penitence. According 
to the story 0£ Abraham as narrated in the Holy Quran, the 
great Patriarch :saw in a vision that he was sacrificing his only 
son, Ishmael. Both father and son were willing to make this 
sacrifice, but with the light 0£ the Divine revelation 0£ which 
Abraham was the recipient, he saw that the vision had a deeper 
significance, and that he was not required actually to slaughter 
his son. That significance was to teach humanity the all-import
ant lesson of self-sacrifice and self-renunciation by perfoct 
obedience to the Divine commandments. 

The event, therefore, which is commemorated in the ''festi
val of sacrifices'' conveys a threefold lesson. It commemo
rates in the first place the abolition of the savage custom 0£ 
human sacrifice, which, however, was not limited only to savage 
people, by Abraham's action in sacrificing a ram though he 
had seen in a vision that he was sacrificing his son. The 
second lesson which it conveys is the abolition of piacular or 
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expiatory sacrifices, that is to say, sacrifices of which the object 
is to reconcile an offended deity by taking away the life of the 
victim or of some other man or animal in his place. The 
sacrifice which Abraham made was only in obedience to the 
Divine commandment and not as an atonement for a sin. 
Expiatory sacrifices have, instead of uplifting humanity, em
boldened it in the transgression of the moral laws, £or such 
transgressions could, according to this belief, be remedied by the 
sacrifice. The third and the most important lesson of Abraham's 
action was the revealing of the true meaning of sacrifice which 
was no more than a symbol for the real sacrifice of oneself. 
Perfect obedience to the Divine commandments under all 
circumstances was the great lesson which Abraham taught to 
his people and posterity by his sacrifice and it is to bring 
afresh that lesson before the mind that the g:reat event is 
still commemorated by the Muhammadans. 

The materialistic eye £ails to discover the spiritual meaning 
which lies hidden beneath symbols and accordingly it condemns 
everything as formalism. 'rhough it is true that with the lapse 
of time the Muhammadans themselves have, to a large extent, 
forgotten the meaning of the sacrifices made on thi day of the 
Id-ul-A.zha and it has gradually come to be looked upon as 
nothing more than a festival, yet the occasion is still not given 
to mere eating and drinking or playing and merriment such as 
we observe in the festivals of other nations, However much 
we may be sorry for the Muhammadans not realizing the deep 
meaning which lies hidden under the sacrifices, we cannot but 
admire the spirit of devotion which Islam has breathed into its 
followers when we contrast the practice 0£ Muhammadans on 
their festival day with that 0£ the Christians in the '' ho]y 
season" 0£ the Christmas which is marked by an excess of 
jollification hardly consistent with the celebration of the birth
day of the " man of sorrows." The spirit in which the "holy 
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Christmas" is celebrated is well illustrated in the little anec

dote left by Thomas Carlyle that during his walk one evening 
in the neighbourhood of his residence, he was astonished at 
meeting an unusually large number of drunkards until he 
remembered that it was a Christmas evening and that these 

people were celebrating the birth-day of their Redeemer. 

This, however, is not a matter of satisfaction for Muham
madans, The charge of II formalism" against Islam is, no 

doubt, based to a large extent upon the fact that tbe Muhamma
dans, while adhering strictly to external forms and observances, 
have become almost wholly foreign to the spirit and significance 

which lies beneath these symbols and thus they have retained 
the form without any life and vitality in it. The following 
verses of the Holy Quran will make clear the object which the 
injunction of sacrifice in Islam was meant to serve :-lt.i"° ) _,J.Js:; 
\:.} .., J{..~'j i.(LJ ~.a tfj ;:s:i.- JJ d /iMJ ) ' t..j t.iu ) , .,.,.,..b , ., 
i'(l,o 1...5 i:LJ 1 8.J l.4, 1.;1!J _, l.«b ~ l..o ._, )J _, lt"° _,s,.J &1J J J t.i~ ~J 

1.;1~.i.-S\.,.J 1 ;lk.! _, r~ J..4> l,o ul.c 6.JJ 1 J _, i(:;.J r!J l.0 .1:i:w, JJ J.{ 

"(When you have sacrificed the camels) then eat of them and 
feed with their flesh the needy, those who ask humbly as well 
as those who ask not. Thus have V{ e subjected these animals 

to you that you may be thankful. By no means can their flesh 
reach God, neither their blood, but it is your righteousness 
that reaches Him. Thus has He subjected them to you that 
you may magnify God for His guidance, and announce glad 
tidings to the doers of good'' (22: 37, 38). 

These verses make it clear that sacrifice in Islam has no
thing to do with expiation. It is plainly taught here that the 
flesh or blood of the animals sacrificed does not and cannot 
reach God, but that it is only the spirit of righteousness in 

making the sacrifice that God accepts. As for the flesh, we are 
told that it shoul<l be eaten by the person who sacrifices the 

animal and out of it he should also feed the poor. In these 
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fow words are rejected all the ancient superstitions associated 
with sacrifices, as, for instance, in some cases the blood of 
the victim was applied to the horns of the altar as if it 
was blood which reached God or the particular god or gods 
of the people, and the carcase of the victim was buried or 
cast into the sea or burned not on the altar, but ou-tside the 
city; and in others the sacrificial flesh was the gift accepted 
by the deity and assigned to the priests. These superstitious 
beliefs were rejected by Islam as well as the idea that the 
sacrifice of an animal could serve as an atonement for sins. 
The only thing that, according to the Holy Quran, God accepted 
in the sacrifice of animals was the righteousness of the heart. 

\Ve have now to see in what way is righteousness of heart 
conncctocl with the sacrifices on a particular day. It has already 
been stated that the sacrifices on the ld-ul-Azha are in com
memoration of A bra ham's submission to the Divine command
ment. 1l'he sacrifice of an animal on the tenth of Zul-IIijjah 
is in the first place an injunction for those who perform the 
pilgrimage at Mecca and it is afterwards extended to other 
Mnhanunadans living anywhere in the world who can afford to 
buy and sacrifice an animal. To find the meaning which lies 
under this symbol, therefore, we must consider the sacrifice as 

it was originally enjoined in connection with the pilgrimage, as 
is clear from the treatment of this subject in the Holy Quran 
in the chapter entitled the '' Vilgrimage.'' The pilgrimage to 
Mecca represents in the holy religion of Islam the last stage of 
spiritual advancement. In performing the pilgrimage, the 
spiritual wayfarer shows that he has severed all his lower con
nections for the attainment of the great object of his life. As 
with his body he makes a circuit round the Di vine temple on 

this earth, his heart hovers about the Divine temple on heavens 
of which the earthly temple is an emblem. 'l'he pilgrim sacri
fices all his interests for the love of God, but this does not mark 
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the end of his sacrifice. He is willing to sacrifice his very life 
for the sake of his ]\foster and as tolrnn of this he sacrifices an 
animal, like the great Patriarch Abraham. The sacrifice of an 
ani~al after the pilgrimage is thus the final step in this last 
stage of spiritual advancement and it shows that the believer 
is not only willing to sacrifice all his intere8ts, but also his very 
self in the way of Go<l to attain the highest stage of spiritual 
advancement. 

'fhe verses that follow the two verses relating to the sacri
fice of animals quoted above will afford the reader further testi
mony as to the true significance of the sacrifice of ai1imals. 

Immediately after the injunction relating to the sacrifice of 
animals we read: "A sanction is given to those against whom 
arms have been taken up (by the unbelievers) to fight against 
their enemies, because they have been oppressed :nnch, and 
verily God is ·well able to succour them-Those who have been 
driven forth from their homes wrongfully, only because they 
say 'Our Lord is God.' And if God had not repelled the excesses 
of some men by others, cloisters and churches and synagogues 
and mosques wherein the name of God is ever commemorated 
would surely have been dest,royed. And l1im who helps the 
cause of God, will surely God help" (t2: 40, ,J..1). 'l'o a super

ficial reader these verses would appear to be unconnected with 
the subject of sacriiices, but there is a deep connection between 
the two subjects, aud this connection will al::,o explain the reason 
why verses revealed during Lhe early yearH of the Holy Prn
phot's life at Medina were placed in a chapter revealed during 
his closing years and at the particular place in that chapter 

where we now find them. The subject treated in these verses 
is the permission given to the Muhammadans to fight against 
the unbelievers who had already taken up arms against them 
for the extirpation of Islam. The Muhammadans had sufiered 
all kinds of persecutions at the hands of the unbelieving Arabs, 
and for the sake of their religion they had been compelled to 
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fly from their homes. They had given up all their connections, 
left their friends and relations, their houses and properties, 
and thus sacrificed their dearest interests in the way of God. 
But the enemy had now determined to cut them off with the 
sword and to meet the new position into which they were 
thrown they had to fight against their enemies and thus to 
sacrifice their very lives. It is for this reason that the subject 
of fighting against the enemy is introduced immediately after 
the injunctions relating to sacrifices. The sacrifice of an animal 
after the pilgrimage was really a symbol, and the significance 
which it conveyed was that the man should be prepared to 
sacrifice his very self in the way 0£ God, and this makes clear 
the relation between the verRes relating to sacrifices and the 
verses relating to the permission for fighting. Those who deny 
that the arrangement of the verses of the Quran follows any 
order should ponder over this. 

It will thus be seen that the great lesson which Islam 
means to teach by the sacrifice of animals on the 'Id day is the 
lesson 0£ self-::mcrifice and self-abnegation. In the traditions 
of the Holy Prophet, we are further told that the animal sacri
ficed should be free from every blemish that mars its beauty 
and should be in sc.,und health. These directions are not withcut 
their meaning in the spiritual reality underlying sacrifice. 
They teach us that the sacrifice of interests or the sacrifice of 
self that we make should also be free from all defects, flaws 
and imperfections, from everything that mars its beauty, com
pleteness or perfection. 'l'hus the whole subject of the sacrifice 
of animals has a deep spiritual meaning, and the external act 
of sacrifice is only a symbol of the inner significance which is 
the true and real object of the institution. 

Those who charge Islam with formalism forget that spiri• 

tual realities cannot exist without being clothed in an external 
form. .As it is true that external forms having no spirituality 
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in them are like a body without life, it is also a fact that there 
must be some external form for the significance of Rpiritnn.l 
realities, without which they would be like a f,,Oul without a 
body. As it is in the combination of the body and the soul 

that physical life exists, so it is in the combination of the 
external form and the spiritual reality that the spiritual life 
has its existence. Just as our moral and spiritual qualities can 
only be displayed in actions, it is from actions that we are led 
to great moral and spiritual qualities. And again, nothing can 
so impress the mind with the noble idea of the sacrifice of our 
ownselves as the actual scene of an animal being sacrificed 

atom· bidding. A man who considers the sacrifice of a lower 
£or the benefit of a higher life to be a cruelty may be shocked 
at this, but such a man should transport himself from this world 
of realities to some other world where such sacrifices are not 
a common and daily sight. As we find the world, we see 
lower objects and lower life daily and hourly sacrificed for the 

sake of higher objects and higher life, and accordingly the 
sacrifice of an animal cannot be objected to in such a world if 
it serves a higher purpose, the purpose of the moral and spiri
tual elevation of a higher life. To make any reasonable objec
tion against the practice of sacrifice in Islam, it must first 
he shown that this world can exist without the sacrifice of lower 
life for higher life, 
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An Unparalleled Disaster. 
rrhe earthqnn.ke which has jnst wiped out of existence the 

towns of Messina and Reggio de Calabria is, as a note in 
thP Pioneer says, "an unparalleled one, and as it has no 

procedent in mfl.gnit;ude, neither it is likely to have a.ny sequel.'' 

Sicily and the province of (fala.hria in the 8outh of Italy which 

a.re the scenes of the present deva.stn.tion have a long record of 

en,rthqtrnkc dis:v:;t,ern hoginning with t,hc twelft,h century. The 
greatest ea.rthqnake before the terrible uphen.val of the 28th 

Dt.lccmbcr last wn., that of Sept,ember, 1603, at which, it is 
estimated, more than 100,000 sonls were lost. 'l'he last severe 
shock in Calabria. beforo the present one occurred on the 8th 
September, 1905, when many towns and vilbges were destroyed 

and severa.l thousands perished. 

'rho terrible upheaval of 28th December, however, breaks 

all record, and history do~s not present another such scene of 
devastation. The latest estimate of those lost in the Messina 

eart,hqnake exceeds the appalling figure of 200,000. The 
anci.ent town of .Messina went to sweet ::;leep with a population 
of 150,000, but when it woke, it had not more than 10,000 half-

1rnked pcopld running wildly through its streets amid toppling 

honscH. The coast-town of Reggio de Calabria had only four 
thommnd left out of a total of 45,000 inhabitants. The same 
awfnl sceno of devasta~ion was witnessed in the villages along 

the whole const-line in the straits of Messina. The lower 
part of Reggio do Calabria is said to have disappeared altogether. 

Accot·ding to the teh:igraphic summaries, ''the centre of the town 
tmbsided to sea level and was inundated by huge waves, only a 
few villas ou the highest point remaining standing.'' At 

Messina, the shocks were of frightful intensity, and a monstrous 
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wave thirty feet high overwhelmed the seaward district for 

three hundred yards, drowning many people. To these terrible 
disasters was added the terror of fire, and the half-naked and 
half-starved people who had escaped the clinch of death had 
the measure of their disasters completed by rain which came 
down in torrents soon aiterwards. 

This terrible calamity has brought both the good and the 
evil sides of the human nature into play. Amid the scenes of the 
terrible ruins of Messina, and Reggio de Caia.bria, amid the 

numberless dead bodies lying on everyside, amid the groans of 
those dying in the ruins or being burned to death in the fire, 
amid the unspe.1kable anguish and cries of woe of t,he naked and 
s~arving survivors, there were ruffians who started pillaging with
out being affected in the least by all those awfnl scenes of suffering 
and devastation around them. '\Vholesale plundering began in 
Messina and this necessitated the proclamation of the martial 
law. But it is the better side of the human nature that the 
tale of the disaster has brought into action far more extensively. 
The overwhelming grief of the people of Italy has aroused a, 
wave of sympathy in all hearts throughout the world, to which 
expression has been given by the raising of subscription for the 
relief of the sufferers. Those who could assibt in rescuing people 
from the mass of the earthquake ruins worked heroically day 
and night. Differences of creed, colour and race· have all been 
thrown into the back ground for a while, and sympathy and 
follow-feeling, the noblest inheritance of human nature, have 
universally been called into action. 

11he unprecedented disaster that has befallen humanity in 
the Messina earthquake was foretold by one who claimed to be 

the recipient of Divine revelation, more than three years ago, 
and while the Atheist thinks that the suffering to humanity 

brought about by this stupendous calamity is inconsistent with 
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the Lordship of a loving and merciful God, the prophecy alluded 
to here affords such a ronclusi ve proof of the existence of God 
as even an Atheist cannot find fault with. It was first in 
April, U,)05, that the Promised Messiah announced the prophecy 
of an unparalleled upheaval of the earth: "l do not know when 

this will happen, whether in a few days or weeks or after months 

or years. Bnt the disaster would certainly, sooner or later, 

overtake the world and it would be more terrible in its effects 

than what the world hM hitherto seen. An extremely terrible 
disaster it would be/' (The Review of Religions, Vol. IV, page 
160). The same prophecy was again published by him in his 
"Will" in December, 1905, which was published in January, 1906, 

in this paper, and which was quoted and commented upon in 

foreign press. In this connection we quoted the Newzealand 

Herald and the Auclcland Weelcly in the July issue in the same 
year. Bot this prophecy was published in plainer and more 
forcible words by the Promised Messiah in one of his works in 
Urdu, which we quoted in the October number of 1906 under 
the heading "A Pl'ophecy that all mens shonld know." Thus 

spoke the Prophet whose word the unparalleled earthquake in 

Italy has so clearly fulfilled :-

"Bear in mind that A I mighty God has informed me of 
earthquakes in general. Know it for certain, then, that as 
earthquakes have come in America, Europe and Asia in accord
ance with my former prophecies, more will yet occur in diverse 
places, some of which would be so severe that the destruction 

wrought by them wonld resemble the destruction of t,he 
Judgment Day. Death will make such havoc that streams of 
blood would flow. In fact, so grea,t would be the destruction on 
the earth's surface as the world has not 'l,{)itnessed before. Many 
places shall be turned upside down and present such scenes 
~f de~astation that one would think they had never been 
inhabited. The days are near, nay, they are at the door, 
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wher1. the world shall see an unparalleled scene of devastation. 
Not on1y will great earthquakes come, but other calamitie:s from 
heaven and earth will also visit the ~arth. All this will be 
brought about because men have forsaken God • • • . • . Thou, 
0 Europe, art not safe, nor thou, 0 Asia, and ye that dwell in 

islands, no self-made deity will assist yo'l on that day. I see 

cities falling down and I find inhabited places in ruin.'' 

Mark, how clearly the picture of the devastation wrought 
by the earthquake has been drawn by the seer. 'l'here was to 
be ~'an unparalleled scene of devastation,'' Such "destruction as 

the world had not witnessed before.'' It was to be accompanied 
by other calamities from heaven, as rain, ~nd from earLh, as fire. 
And it has come in a country where the authority of the 

representative of ''the self-made deity" is supreme. And it is 
the dwellers in an island that have suffered most. And all this 

has taken place, because the hearts of men are hardened and 
they have forsaken God. Abont India, the same prophecy adds: 
''The days of Noah will be before. your eyes and the scene of 
Lot's earth you will see with your own eyes.'' The first part 
of this prophecy has seen its fulfilment in Hyderabad, and the 
second yet awaits fufilment. 
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A St1~ange Story of Jesus' 
Second Visit on Earth. 

Any nonsense can pass for a reliable Muslim tradition in 
the mouth of Christian narrators. It was not only in the middle 
ages that any absurd story could be believed as a piece of 
reliable Muslim history. It happens sometimes even now. A 
Turkish legend, evidently made in the latter half 0£ the last 
century, is described by Captain F. W. Von Herbert in the 
October number of the Hibbert Journal as '"The Moslem 
Tradition of Jesus' Second Visit on Earth.'' The legend 
speaks of railway and even motor car, the former as a 
devilish procession, '' a succession of iron chariots 0£ ugly 
shape and colour; in front 0£ the long clanging line, a 
shrieking, fire-spitting, smoke-vomitting black monster ; " 
and the latter as ''an evil screeching iron monster which rushed 
thr011gh t.he· streets ut lightning speed, at whose approach 
people fled in cfo,may, taking shelter in doorways, and 
covering their faces terror-stricken.'' Evidently, therefore, the 
legend is of modern growth, but Captain Von Herbert thinks 
that the original story dates from the thirteenth century and 
that the Turks owe it to the Seljuks. In no case can it be 
described as ''the Moslem Tradition of .Jesus' Second Visit.'' 
According to this legend, Jesus first goes to Germany, then to 
Russia, then to France, then to England, then to America and 
South Africa, and everywhere he is disgusted with the "devilish" 
inventions of the modern times, and the people whom he hardly 
recognises as humanity. Tired of wandering, he takes rest 
''on the shores of the Lake of 'l1uhariyeh, at the foot of that hill 
from the slope of which he had, nineteen centuries before, 
preached his message of faith and love and hope to a wondering 
multitude." 
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